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Since our inception in 2014, we have evaluated over 100 cannabis strains. We continually seek out
new strains that compliment our artisan approach and deliver the exceptional quality our
customers have come to expect.
The strains on this list contain the majority of flower and pre-roll strains that we offer at different
times throughout the year. But it is always evolving, so please check back. And let us know if you
have a favorite that we have not offered in a while - we love hearing requests and feedback!
All the photos—bloom, micro and nugget pictures are of ORIGIN plants and cured cannabis.
Coming soon to our strain list….
Aliens on Moonshine—a milder 2 to 1 ratio CBD/THC strain.
Tutankhamon—a yummy uncommon sativa.
Lemon Kush—a hybrid Kush with tasty citrus flavors and a balanced effect.
Blueberry Dream—Blue Dream crossed back with Blueberry.
Enjoy,

The ORIGIN Team
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Dance World

Sativa
This amazing strain is a sativa dominant hybrid (75/25) and boasts one of the best ratios of
high CBD and high THC. Dance World is a cross of two Dance Hall phenotypes and the wellknown medical strain Juanita la Lagrimosa. It has a complex aroma of earth, lime and spice
and tastes slightly fruity. Like its name, Dance World is an uplifting and energizing strain. It
delivers comfort to the body and both relaxes and kick-starts the mind. Dance world is the
strain for creativity and function.

Black Cherry Soda

Indica
Though its origins are a mystery, this indica dominant strain (80/20) has flourished in the
PNW for the last decade. BCS has a sweet fruity aroma and a mix of grape and berry flavors.
The taste of BCS on the exhale is commonly described as tasting of cream or carbonated
soda. This distinctive strain delivers a powerful body high without the couch-lock and a
focused mental euphoria. In many ways the effects of BCS are more in line with a sativa
dominant strain. Enjoy in moderation at any time of day!

Moby Dick

Sativa
A cross of White Widow and Haze, this sativa dominant hybrid (75/25) was named for its
ability to produce large yields and strong highs. Moby Dick has a dank citrus aroma and a
slightly piney flavor with sweet herbal and vanilla undertones. This strain produces a powerful
cerebral high, slightly psychedelic with just a couple hits and a comfortable body buzz.
Commonly described as trippy or fully-charged, Moby Dick is guaranteed to paste a smile on

your face for several hours.
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Snoop’s Dream

Hybrid
A cross of Blue Dream and Master Kush, Snoop Dogg’s famous strain is a balanced hybrid
that is equal parts tasty and potent. With a sweet tropical blueberry flavor and pine finish,
Snoop’s Dream has a fresh floral aroma. Producing a strong, but clear cerebral high and a
formidable body buzz, Snoop’s Dream delivers the best of both worlds. This is a strain best
enjoyed when you have a completely wide-open afternoon and want a change in
perspective.

Blackberry Kush

Indica
Though there is some debate about its lineage, most agree that this delicious indica dominant strain comes from a cross of Blackberry and Afghani Landrace. It smells and tastes of
earth, fuel and mixed berry undertones. It produces a comfortable body stone with a solid
balance of mental euphoria. A popular choice for evening use, Blackberry Kush will leave your
body relaxed and your mind floating free.

Chocolope

Sativa
A pure sativa strain, Chocolope is a cross of Chocolate Thai and Cannalope Haze. With earthy
and sweet-coffee flavors some say this strain tastes like chocolate covered fruit. Chocolope is a
powerful Sativa, delivering an energizing, uplifting, and thought-provoking high. The effects
trend more towards a psychedelic or trippy high that can spice up any occasion.
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Fruity Pebbles

Hybrid
A well-balanced hybrid that tilts just towards the indica side, this strain has a light tropical
fruity flavor and smells like the cereal. Fruity Pebbles delivers a euphoric high and a strongbody buzz. Sometimes described as a giggly and spacey high, Fruity Pebbles slows everything down. This is a great strain for chilling on the couch during that much needed downtime or relaxing with friends.

B-52

Indica
An Indica dominant strain (75/25), B-52 hails from a classic lineage of Big Bud and Skunk.
Tasty and potent, it has a spicy and sugary flavor that smells slightly fruity with sour earth
undertones. Like its name suggests, B-52 packs a punch. The cerebral high will leave all
earthly troubles behind while the body enjoys a solid muscle relaxing buzz. Watch a movie or
kick back and giggle!

Jillybean

Hybrid
A cross between Space Queen and Orange Velvet, this wonderfully balanced hybrid is the
creation of the breeders at TGA Genetics. Jillybean tastes like a mix of pineapple, orange and
mango jelly beans. The effects of Jillybean are a nice smooth body buzz combined with a rush
of euphoria and energy. Whether you just want a little attitude adjustment or are keen to
tackle that new creative project, the uplifting nature of this strain make it a perfect choice for
daytime use.
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GSC - Forum Cut

Hybrid
The forum cut of GSC is considered to be the original cut of the Girl Scout Cookies strain and
is an indica dominant hybrid (60/40). Its lineage is a cross between Durban Poison and F1,
and OG Kush. The F1 in this case is a code name for a strain known only to the breeders –
the “Cookie Family.” GSC Forum Cut produces a powerful cerebral high, complete with
giggles and euphoria. A velvety smooth smoke with no couch-lock, this strain can easily be
enjoyed any time of day and is best when shared with good friends!

Pineapple Kush

Indica
Pineapple Kush, a cross between Pineapple and Master Kush, is an indica dominant hybrid
(75/25). It has a light citrus aroma and a tangy, almost pineapple flavor. This strain produces
a strong cerebral high and euphoria that completely relaxes the brain while melting the body
into numbness. If not used in moderation, Pineapple Kush has the potential to completely
couch-lock the unprepared. Perfect for night time use, plan ahead and have some tasty
snacks ready for consumption.

Platinum Bubba Kush

Indica
An indica dominant hybrid, this strain is a cross of Platinum OG Kush and Bubba Kush. It is
characterized by a floral and spicy aroma with a sweet flavor that goes down smooth. Indulge
with care as Platinum Bubba Kush is definitely a creeper, first numbing the mind then slowly
spreading to the body. Tread gently with your first few tokes. Give it five minutes before taking another hit as overindulgence will lead to couch-lock and a severe case of the munchies.
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Sour Diesel

Sativa
The origins of Sour Diesel are a bit cloudy. Most believe that it comes from a cross of Mexican
Sativa and Chemo, while others insist it descends from Chemdawg ‘91, Northern Lights and a
Skunk phenotype. Regardless, this strain has achieved a legendary status as it produces a fast
acting and powerful cerebral high. The euphoric effects of Sour Diesel and the absence of any
couch-lock or heavy body feeling make it ideal for all day use.

Chernobyl

Hybrid
Another Subcool creation, Chernobyl is a sativa dominant hybrid (60/40), from a cross of
Trainwreck, Trinity and Jack the Ripper. Chernobyl has a fragrant aroma of sweet lemon-lime
mixed with earth. The flavor comes through much like its smell – limeade with a hint of pine
and basil. The effects of this strain are a wonderful balance of high mental energy and euphoria coupled with a mellow body buzz. Chernobyl is powerful yet calming making it ideal
for mid-day and evening use.

UW - Black ‘84

Indica
As the story goes, this strain “escaped” the medical gardens of the University of Washington in
the mid-1980s. It is commonly believed to be descended from Afghani genetics, though its true
genetics are unknown. What is not a mystery is the strain’s combo punch of power and richness.
UW has a complex smell of fruit and spice. The flavor is subtly sweet with hints of fruit, toffee
and nuts. UW Black ’84 is a great night time strain that delivers a potent mind and body high,
leaving you almost numb. Don’t plan on doing any serious thinking or activities.
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ORIGIN Products

Flower: Please inquire for details. Sizes available from 1 gram to 1 ounce.
Rosin—Dance World : Our signature CBD strain with a 1.4 CBD to 1 THC ratio.
Pre–Rolls: 100% PURE flower: 1/2 gram cones in variety of strains.
Dance World CBD Capsules: 15mg CBD / 10mg THC.
Honey-Agave Tincture: Peppermint and pineapple flavors 100mg THC.
Chocolate Edibles: Peppermint, pineapple and cocoa fillings 10mg THC per edible.
ORIGIN Essential Salve: Our all-natural multi-purpose salve, made with a proprietary blend of
essential oils and infused with Dance World, our signature CBD cannabis strain.

Orders & Contact Information
Sales@origincc.com 425.441.1000

www.origincc.com
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